Quick Start Guide
For the ITVS-750B

The silver screw on the back of the turntable is a balancer for both the turntable as well as for the tone arm. Turn this screw with a coin to either left or right and test by moving your tone arm to the middle of the spindle. Please note that this screw is a balancer and will have to be adjusted until the tone arm moves freely to the end of the record (middle of the spindle) without any resistance.

AUTO TRACKING function is to cut the separation for each music/song you are recording to the CD by recognizing the silence that is in between the songs on your records or cassette tapes. The decibels (lowest 20-30-40 highest) allows you to chose the level of minimal sound that may still exist between the songs to be recognized as the separation before the next song to cut a track. If your source of the recording quality is not of best quality it is recommended to use the “MANUAL TRACKING” function for the best result in recording.

TO RECORD:
1) FIRST PUT THE BLANK CD-R OR CD-RW ON THE CD TRAY AND CLOSE.
2) MAKE SURE THAT THE DISPLAY SHOWS “NO TOC CD-R (OR CD-RW)”
3) PICK THE SOURCE OF MUSIC AND PRESS THE BUTTON (PHONO OR TAPE OR AUX)
4) IF USING A RECORD, PUT THE VINYL ON THE TURNTABLE.
5) PRESS THE “RECORD” BUTTON.
6) ADJUST YOUR RECORDING VOLUME TO ABOUT MIDDLE (YOU CAN ADJUST ON YOUR NEXT RECORDING IF TOO LOUD OR TOO LOW).
7) PLACE THE NEEDLE ON THE RECORD AND THEN PRESS “PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON (IT LOOKS LIKE THIS - > II) ”.
8) NOW YOU ARE RECORDING.
9) WHEN THE LAST SONG IS RECORDED FROM THE ONE SIDE OF VINYL, PRESS THE “PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON TO PAUSE- > II”
10) WHEN PAUSED, FLIP THE RECORD TO THE OTHER SIDE AND PLACE NEEDLE BACK TO PLAY.
11) PRESS THE “PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON” AGAIN TO RESUME RECORDING.
12) WHEN ALL RECORDING IS DONE WAIT FOR ABOUT 10 SECONDS AND THEN PRESS THE STOP BUTTON.

NOW TO FINALIZE!!!
13) AFTER STOPPING, PRESS THE “CD” FUNCTION BUTTON
14) AFTER CD BUTTON, “BUSY” WILL SHOW ON THE DISPLAY. WHEN THE BUSY IS GONE AND GIVES YOU TRACK NUMBERS AND DURATION OF THE CD,
15) PRESS THE FINALIZE BUTTON AND “FIN-D” WILL SHOW ON THE DISPLAY
16) NOW PRESS “PLAY/PAUSE BUTTON AGAIN.
17) THE CD WILL TURN AND YOU WILL HAVE “BUSY” AGAIN SHOWING ON THE DISPLAY.
18) WHEN THE CD IS COMPLETELY FINALIZED, THE CD TRAY WILL COME OUT BY ITSELF INDICATING THAT IT IS NOW FINALIZED AND READY TO BE PLAYED ANYWHERE

AUX OPERATION
Please use this function to record from other sources such as CD, karaoke machines and radio. We also recommend using this function to make the cassette tape to CD recording much easier. Please use the included AUX cable and connect one end to the AUX jack on the front. Connect the other side end to a portable boom box or any other stereo, CD player, MP3 player, Karaoke machine, etc…to its headphone jack. Please leave the function as AUX and follow the recording instructions.

BLUETOOTH OPERATION/SYNCING
Press AUX/Bluetooth selection button (the display will show “bLUE”). Activate the Bluetooth setting on your external device, which will begin to search for the Wooden Music Center. Select “Wooden Music Center” on your external device to connect. NOTE: If asked for a password, fill in “0000”. Bluetooth audio mode is now ready to use, enjoy!